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intelligent furniture intelligent furniture

“My vision is that our furniture facilitates our customers’ everyday tasks – 

while offering maximum storage space requiring minimum surface area.”

romini
MINI MOBILE SHELVING
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[ Construction team at Mauser

Idea

The romini mobile shelving

system from Mauser Archive

solves space problems in

archives and warehouses in

no time at all. Because the

design phase involved great

consideration as to how we

could store lots of material

even in smaller areas, we

have designed a system

where the shelf units are

arranged closely together, yet

accessible simply by rolling

to one side. And because we

took into consideration the

fact that stores are not al-

ways confined to dark base-

ment rooms, our shelves are

convincing, thanks to their

attractive design.

Now, isn’t that intelligent?

Twice as much 

storage space 

on the same floor area ...



[ Conventional archive shelving
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[  romini mini mobile shelving | 100 % more storage capacity on the same floor area

[ Mobile shelving system with integrated hanging files



Unit width (mm) Useful shelf depth (mm)

300 350 400 600 700 800

871 DN DN DN HN HN HN
1,130 DN DN DN HN HN HN

871 – DN – – HN –
1,130 – DN – – HN –

871 – DN – – HN –
1,130 – DN – – HN –

871 – DN DN – HN HN
1,130 – DN DN – HN HN

871 – DN – – HN –
1,130 – DN – – HN –

871 – DN DN – HN HN
1,130 – DN DN – HN HN

871 – – – DN – –
1,130 – – – DN – –
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Fantastic principle requiring little floor space

Practical mobile shelving for an infinite number of applications

• For offices and archives …
• For libraries …
• …

Design drawings

The system

[ For simple order and tidiness

Extremely stable

Each shelf unit can accommodate up to 600 kg/m.

For a flexible future

The interior elements can be easily modified, replaced or added to.

Where simple shelves are required today, suspended file pull-outs,

pendulum file rails or drawers for EDP storage media can be sim-

ply fitted overnight.

Many large warehouses, archives and libraries are furnished in

accordance with a mobile shelving principle. Thanks to romini,

these shelving systems are also available in designs to suit each

individual room. For offices and archives, libraries and video shops,

travel agencies, shops, retail stores, sales outlets, etc. – in short,

anywhere premium space needs to be utilised more efficiently

and where tidiness and order are required.

Whatever you need to store, romini permits perfect organisation.

Thanks to manifold interior design features, each shelf unit can be

tailored to meet the exact requirements of the goods to be stored,

making maximum use of the space available while ensuring both

transparency and swift access.

DN = featuring full useful depth | HN = featuring half useful depth only

Interior elements

[ An infinite number of combination possibilities even during the planning phase

• For DIY stores …
• For retail stores …
• …

• For video shops …
• …

Steel shelves
(bevelled all around, 25 mm)

Leitz/Elba pendulum rod

Zippel pendulum rod

Suspended frame
(350/700 mm deep, for VL files only)

Pull-out hanging file

Drawer

Coat rail
(incl. shelf for hats)

• For props in the theatre and opera …
• …



Maximum stability for stacking

Solid steel construction guarantees safety and durability

Each shelf unit has a stable, non-warping steel construction. The

interior elements – also made of steel – are suspended via shelf

supports or, in the case of suspended frame pull-outs and drawers,

with additional screwed connections for safety reasons.

A solid basis is provided by a steel platform frame a mere 50 mm

in height and with runner rails arranged on the floor and screwed

together on site.
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Platform construction

With its clear and functional design, romini is suitable for any room.

The fronts, made of all-round bevelled steel – closed or with per-

forated finish – are available as standard with stove-enamelling in

all standard colours on the current colour list or in any other colour

as an optional extra.

Platform

• Graphite black RAL 9011

Mobile container

• Graphite black RAL 9011

Frame

• Zinc-coated or light grey RAL 7035

Shelves

• Zinc-coated or light grey RAL 7035

• Graphite black RAL 9011 on request

Other elements

• Zinc-coated or light grey RAL 7035

Functional

• Top rail made of anodised aluminium for inserting labels with

transparent covers

Ergonomic

• Practical thrust handle for “rolling” the shelf elements, also made

of anodised aluminium

[ Attractive fronts – closed or with perforated finish

[ romini also available in half-height (1,200 mm)

[ Simply position the frame on the floor …

Details

Integrated height-adjusting screws ensure absolute level position-

ing as well as equal load distribution via pressure plates. The plat-

form panels with durable, non-slip and non-trip synthetic surface

(anti-slip granite, speckled in grey and white) are also available with

parquet or other finishes.

The mobile container forming the base of each shelf unit runs eas-

ily and silently on steel ball-bearing castors.
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Technology

• Shelves extend across entire
depth.

• Crossed diagonals for shelf
reinforcement.

• Depth partitions made of perfor-
ated or solid hard fibreboard.

• Central partitions made of sheet
steel or hard fibreboard, stove-
enamelled in standard colours or
other colours on request.

• Side inserts secure contents
without depth partitions.

• Sliding brackets can be suspended
from underneath upper shelves.

• Bookends and drawer dividers of various sizes can be attached to the
drawer bases.

Accessory elements

• Drawers with central or rear stop prevent contents from sliding through
when used from both sides.

Excellent finish down 

to the last detail

Durable accessories for increased feasibility

Quality based on experience

The name Mauser Archive traditionally stands for quality materials

and finishes. romini is produced on largely automated manufac-

turing lines – for consistently high, certified quality.

For an all-round clean finish

Clearly-contoured fronts, full veneering of edge elements, spacers

and securing features for stationary shelving – the quality is apparent

right down to the last detail. romini cuts a good figure in any room,

including representative sales areas. High-quality floor coverings such

as strip flooring, for example, reveal further design perspectives.

Appropriate accessories

Depending on the tasks and requirements at hand, the shelf units

can be equipped with a variety of practical accessory elements.

Technical details

• Individual shelf units are available in two heights, two unit widths

and six depths.

• Up to ten mobile shelving units can be moved at the same time

and “in one piece”, whereby space for one passage (min. 750 mm)

must be taken into consideration in terms of the requisite floor

area. This principle permits unlimited add-on elements.

• Thanks to central locking, an entire system can be secured against

unauthorised access.

Total height (mm)

2,000
2,300

Internal height (mm)

1,875
2,175

Heights

Total depth (mm)

310
360
410
635
735
835

Useful depth (mm)

300
350
400

2x300 or 600
2x350
2x400

Depths

Internal 
unit widths (mm)

1x871
1x1,130

Total width incl.
side panel and

thrust handle (mm)

1,026
1,285

Widths

Details

871 

Total height

Total width

Flexibility of shelving units

Two various unit widths

Mobile container

Platform construction

Depth

Tw
o 
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Six different depths

1,130

Shelf structure

Internal unit widths
871 and 1,130 mm

Unit width 
(centre/frame
centre) 
909 and 
1,168 mm

Internal height


